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A Multivariate Twin Study of the DSM-IV Criteria for
Antisocial Personality Disorder
Kenneth S. Kendler, Steven H. Aggen, and Christopher J. Patrick

Background: Many assessment instruments for psychopathy are multidimensional, suggesting that distinguishable factors are needed to
effectively capture variation in this personality domain. However, no prior study has examined the factor structure of the DSM-IV criteria for
antisocial personality disorder (ASPD).

Methods: Self-report questionnaire items reflecting all A criteria for DSM-IV ASPD were available from 4291 twins (including both members
of 1647 pairs) from the Virginia Adult Study of Psychiatric and Substance Use Disorders. Exploratory factor analysis and twin model fitting
were performed using, respectively, Mplus and Mx.

Results: Phenotypic factor analysis produced evidence for two correlated factors: aggressive-disregard and disinhibition. The best-fitting
multivariate twin model included two genetic and one unique environmental common factor, along with criteria-specific genetic and
environmental effects. The two genetic factors closely resembled the phenotypic factors and varied in their prediction of a range of relevant
criterion variables. Scores on the genetic aggressive-disregard factor score were more strongly associated with risk for conduct disorder,
early and heavy alcohol use, and low educational status, whereas scores on the genetic disinhibition factor score were more strongly
associated with younger age, novelty seeking, and major depression.

Conclusions: From a genetic perspective, the DSM-IV criteria for ASPD do not reflect a single dimension of liability but rather are influenced
by two dimensions of genetic risk reflecting aggressive-disregard and disinhibition. The phenotypic structure of the ASPD criteria results

largely from genetic and not from environmental influences.
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S ubstantial evidence suggests that antisocial personality and
the closely interrelated concept of psychopathy are multidi-
mensional rather than unitary constructs (1,2). The influential

sychopathy Checklist-Revised (3) is widely considered to have two
actors (often termed affective-interpersonal and antisocial devi-
nce), and alternative models involving three and four factors have
een proposed (1). The Psychopathic Personality Inventory indexes
sychopathy using eight subscales (4) that reflect two higher-order
imensions along with a narrower coldheartedness facet (5). Inte-
rating these findings, Patrick et al. (6) propose that psychopathy

encompasses three phenotypic components: boldness, meanness,
and disinhibition.

Recent work examining the structure of the DSM-IV (7) conduct
disorder symptoms (8,9) points to distinctive aggression and rule-
breaking dimensions, and follow-up work has evaluated the exter-
nal validity of item subsets reflecting these dimensions (10 –12).
However, we are unaware of any prior effort to evaluate directly the
dimensionality of the adult criteria for DSM-IV antisocial personality
disorder (ASPD) using structural modeling methods. Do the DSM-IV
ASPD criteria index a single psychopathologic disposition or, like
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easures of psychopathy and conduct disorder, do they tap distin-
uishably different dimensions?

If distinct dimensions are detected within the criteria for ASPD, it
s of interest to understand their etiology. Do subdimensions of
SPD reflect multiple genetic and/or environmental influences? For
xample, Burt (12) showed evidence for differential etiologic con-
ributions to aggression and rule-breaking variants of antisocial
ehavior in children and adolescents. In a sample of adolescent

wins, Blonigen et al. (13) estimated scores on the higher-order
actors of the Psychopathic Personality Inventory (fearless domi-
ance and impulsive antisociality) and found evidence for separa-
le genetic contributions to the two factors.

The current work addressed the issue of the dimensionality of
SPD criteria in three steps. First, we used exploratory factor analy-

is to delineate the dimensional structure of the seven diagnostic
riteria comprising part A of DSM-IV ASPD criteria as assessed by
elf-report questionnaire in adult twins from the Virginia Twin
tudy of Psychiatric and Substance Use Disorders (VATSPSUD) (14).
econd, we used multivariate twin analysis to test for the presence
f distinguishable genetic and environmental factors on these di-
gnostic criteria. Third, we evaluated the validity of these identified
imensions by examining how the two genetic factor scores ob-

ained from the best-fit model predicted disorders and traits of
otential relevance to ASPD.

ethods and Materials

ample
Participants in this study derived from two interrelated studies

f Caucasian same-sex twin pairs who participated in the VATSP-
UD (14). All VATSPSUD subjects were ascertained from the popu-

ation-based Virginia Twin Registry, formed from a systematic
eview of birth certificates in the Commonwealth of Virginia. Fe-

ale-female (FF) twin pairs, from birth years 1934 to 1974, became
ligible if both members previously responded to a mailed ques-
ionnaire in 1987 and 1988, for which the response rate was approx-

mately 64%. The data on ASPD symptoms used in this study were
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collected by self-report questionnaire (SRQ) at the fourth wave of
interviews (FF4), conducted in 1995 through 1997. For this wave, we
succeeded in interviewing 85% of the eligible sample and obtained
questionnaires from 77% of those interviewed (n � 1497). Data for
the male-male (MM) pairs came from a sample (birth years 1940 to
1974) initially ascertained directly from registry records, which con-
tained all twin births. The first interview (MM1) was completed
largely by phone in 1993 through 1996 and obtained a 72% re-
sponse rate. This was followed by a second wave of interviews
(MM2), conducted in 1994 through 1998, for which the response
rate was 83%. Self-report questionnaires were obtained from 94%
of these individuals (n � 5333, including opposite-sex pairs not
ncluded in the current analyses). The availability of the SRQ was
igher for the MM2 than the FF4 subsample because assessments

or the former were largely conducted face-to-face, and most MM
wins completed the SRQ during the home visit. By contrast, the FF4
as conducted by telephone and questionnaires were filled out

eparately and returned by mail.
Zygosity was determined on the basis of discriminant function

nalysis utilizing standard twin questions validated against DNA
enotyping in 496 pairs (15). The mean age of FF pairs at the time of
ssessment was 36.5 (SD � 8.4). For the MM pairs, the parallel
gures were 37.2 (9.2). Self-report questionnaires were obtained for
oth members of 1647 complete twin pairs (346 monozygotic [MZ]
F pairs, 214 dizygotic [DZ] FF pairs, 650 MZ MM pairs, and 437 DZ
M pairs) and for 997 individual twins without their co-twin.

As detailed previously (16), the SRQ for both the FF4 and MM2
aves contained the same items directed at assessing all of the

even DSM-IV A criteria for ASPD (7). Subjects were instructed to
ndicate on a four-point scale (“never,” “1–2 times,” “3–5 times,”
more than 5 times”) their frequency of engagement in 17 behav-
ors “since you turned 18.” Example items (with corresponding

SM-IV A criterion numbers) are “I was arrested or put in jail” (#1); “I
ot into physical fights” (#4); and “I did things which put me or other
eople in physical danger, such as driving very recklessly” (#5). Five
f the seven criteria (#1, #3, #4, #5, and #6) were assessed by multi-
le items, for which averages were created for each criterion vari-
ble. Scales for these criteria were organized such that there were a
aximum of four ordered categories (three thresholds) per crite-

ion.
Neuroticism was measured by Eysenck’s short scale (17) and

ovelty seeking by an adapted version of the Cloninger’s Tridimen-
ional Personality Questionnaire (TPQ) (18). Conduct disorder
ymptoms, major depression, and cannabis, cocaine, and alcohol
ependence were diagnosed according to DSM-IV criteria (7) using
n adapted version of the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-III-R
SCID) interview (19).

tatistical Analyses
To investigate the dimensional structure of the seven ASPD

riteria in the full sample, an exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was
arried out using the software package Mplus version 6.0 (20), fol-

owed by confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). Because DSM-IV A
riterion variables were ordinal, the robust, weighted least-squares
ean- and variance-adjusted estimator available in Mplus was used

o fit alternative one- and two-factor CFA models to the twin data.
djustments to standard errors and fit indices were implemented
sing a sandwich-estimator procedure to account for the noninde-
endence of the twin data. To be consistent with the twin modeling
nalyses in which orthogonal variance components were extracted
see below), an orthogonal (varimax-rotated) solution was specified
or the two-factor EFA. We evaluated our EFA analyses using three

t indices, which reflect the model’s balance of explanatory power c

www.sobp.org/journal
nd parsimony: the Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI) (21), the Comparative
it Index (CFI) (22), and the root mean square error of approxima-
ion (RMSEA) (23). For the TLI and CFI, values between .90 and .95
re considered acceptable and � .95 as good. For the RMSEA, good
odels have values � .05.

A series of multivariate twin models positing different combina-
ions of additive genetic (A), shared (or common) environment (C),
nd unique environment (E) components were fit to the individual
riterion level twin data. The various independent pathway models
ere fit to four-group (MZ/DZ, male/female) same-sex twin pair raw
ata using the full-information maximum likelihood estimation
rocedure available in the Mx software (VCU, Richmond, Virginia)

24). Each observed ordinal ASPD criterion was modeled as a set of
stimated ordered thresholds on a normally distributed, continu-
us latent liability/response variable. Parameter estimation was car-

ied out by integrating across these latent variable continua. Differ-
ng threshold estimates were allowed for male and female subjects.

e began by fitting a 111_111 baseline model in which twin resem-
lance among the seven ASPD criteria was posited to be ade-
uately accounted for by common additive genetic, shared envi-

onmental, and unique environmental components along with
pecific additive genetic, shared environmental, and unique envi-
onmental effects. Sex effects were evaluated quantitatively for the
11_111 model by comparing a model in which all biometric com-
onents and thresholds were allowed to vary across sex with mod-
ls forcing invariance on common ACE, specific ACE, and thresh-
lds, respectively. Models dropping the common and specific C
omponents and then including additional A and E common com-
onents were next tested. Unique environmental specific effects
ere not set to zero in any of the models tested because this entails

he unrealistic assumption that individual responses to items were
eported without error.

The goal of model fitting was to achieve an optimal balance of
xplanatory power and parsimony. We operationalized this goal
sing the Bayesian information criterion (BIC), which has been
hown to perform particularly well with complex models of the kind
valuated here (25). Lower values of BIC indicate relatively better
ts.

Maximum likelihood genetic factor scores were estimated by
omputing the conditional likelihood of the twin pairs’ item re-
ponses, weighted by the joint likelihood of the factor score esti-

ates. This factor score model was iteratively fitted, separately for
ach of the four different zygosity/sex groups, to each twin pairs’
aw data to obtain an estimate of the genetic factor scores for each
ndividual. To validate the genetic factors found in our best fit twin

odel, we used these genetic factor scores to predict a representa-
ive group of variables relevant to ASPD.

To determine whether the genetic factor scores differed from
ach other in their prediction of the external validators, two regres-
ion analyses were performed. First, separate regressions for the
wo genetic factor scores were conducted to examine the pattern
f differences in prediction for each validator. Second, a model
onstraining the two genetic regression coefficients to be equal
ithin each validator variable was specified. Because the outcome

ariables were binary or ordinal (or rescaled to be ordinal), the
obust weighted least-squares mean- and variance-adjusted esti-

ator in Mplus version 6.0 (20) was used to optimize models. In this
odeling approach, probit regression coefficients are estimated

or each of the genetic factor scores. Because the estimated genetic
actor scores are calibrated on a uniform standard scale, the effect
ize units are more readily interpretable when comparing coeffi-

ients.
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Results

Phenotypic Factor Analysis
The polychoric correlation matrix used for the EFA yielded first

and second Eigen values of 3.72 and .92, respectively. However, to
determine the dimensionality of the ASPD criteria set, model fit
indexes were used. A one-factor EFA solution exhibited marginal fit
indices (�2 � 386.7, df � 12, CFI � .94, TLI � .94, RMSEA � .07).
Allowing a correlated second factor produced a substantial im-
provement in these indices (CFI � .99, TLI � .98, RMSEA � .04), as
well as a drop in the chi-square (�2 � 82.3, df � 8, p � .0001). The
EFA results were verified using CFA models. Because the one and
two factor models are not strictly nested, information criteria were
also examined. Akaike information criterion (�320.9), the BIC
(�280.0), and the sample size adjusted (BIC � �299.1) all point to
retaining a second factor. Table 1 gives the factor loadings of indi-
vidual ASPD A criteria for the orthogonally rotated EFA two-factor
model. Three of the ASPD criteria loaded substantially (� �.55) on
the first factor: #1–not conforming, #4 –irritability/aggressiveness,
and #5–reckless disregard. We termed this factor aggressive-disre-
gard. The second factor was marked by substantial loadings for the
remaining four ASPD criteria: #2– deceitfulness, #3–impulsivity/fail-
ure to plan, #6 –irresponsibility, and #7–lack of remorse. We termed
this factor disinhibition (although, as discussed below, the loading
of criterion #7 appears anomalous). Positive cross-loadings were
evident for all criteria, in particular criteria #1, #5, and #7.

Twin Analyses
As shown in Table 2, model I specified one genetic, one shared

environmental, and one unique environmental common factor, as
well as criteria-specific genetic and environmental effects. This
model included separate genetic and environmental parameters
and thresholds for male and female subjects. Model II, which con-
strained the genetic and environmental parameters to equality
across male and female subjects while permitting the thresholds to
differ, fit much better than model I based on the reduction in BIC
from that obtained from model I (�BIC � �134.8). Model III, which
omitted the shared environmental common factor and specific C
effects, further improved the BIC (�153.8). By contrast, the fit of
model IV, which omitted the genetic common factor and specific
components, was comparatively worse fit (�BIC � �129.6).

Working from model III, we then added a second genetic com-
mon factor (model V) or a second unique environmental factor
(model VI). While both of these models yielded an improvement
based on �BIC compared with model III, the fit for model V was
appreciably better (�175.6). Working from model V, we sought to
add a third genetic factor (model VII), but the model fit in this case

Table 1. Factor Loadings for the Phenotypic Exploratory Factor Analysis
of the Seven DSM-IV Antisocial Personality Disorder Criteria with Varimax
Rotation

Criterion # Brief Description
Factor Loading

Factor 1 Factor 2

1 Not conforming .62 .46
2 Deceitful .26 .71
3 Failure to plan .23 .56
4 Irritability/repeated fights .68 .25
5 Reckless disregard .78 .30
6 Irresponsibility .28 .60
7 Lacks remorse .30 .69
Loadings � .50 are shown in bold.
eteriorated (�BIC � �159.3). Thus, model V emerged as the best-
tting model.

The parameter estimates from this best-fitting model, along
ith their 95% confidence intervals, are depicted in Figure 1. As
oted above, the best fit model contains no shared environmental

isk factors. That is, our modeling suggests that the tendency for
SPD criteria to aggregate within families is entirely a result of
enetic factors.

Values shown are medians of the point estimates obtained via
ootstrapping of the full best-fitting 201_101 model (n � 500). The
rst genetic common factor (AC1) closely resembled the first phe-
otypic factor loading pattern, with prominent loadings (� �.40)
vident for the same three ASPD criteria: #1, #4, and #5. Therefore,
e labeled this genetic factor aggressive-disregard. The second
enetic common factor (AC2) evidenced prominent loadings

� �.40) for one ASPD criterion in common with the first genetic
actor (i.e., #1) and three others: #2, #3, and #6. Of note, the confi-
ence intervals show that the loading on the predicted factor is
ignificantly greater than the loading on the other factor for all
ariables except #1.

This second genetic factor closely resembled the loadings of the
econd phenotypic factor, with one major difference. Whereas cri-
erion #7 (lack of remorse) loaded very highly on the second phe-
otypic factor (�.69), the loading of this criterion on the second
enetic factor was much more modest (�.29). Notably, criterion #1
videnced moderate loadings on both the second phenotypic and
econd genetic factor, although in both cases this criterion none-
heless loaded more prominently on factor 1. Based on these re-
ults, even more clearly than with the second phenotypic factor, we
abeled this second genetic factor disinhibition.1

The various ASPD criteria exhibited a more diverse pattern of
oadings on the single unique environmental factor specified in

odel V, with criterion #7 loading most highly (�.77) and three
ther criteria also loading quite substantially: #2– deceitfulness, #5–

A potential issue is whether the label “disinhibition” is appropriate for a
factor that includes deceitfulness as an indicator. In fact, available em-
piric data point to deceitfulness or lying as a prominent element of a
broad disinhibitory/externalizing pattern in childhood and adulthood
(9,11,26,27). In particular, the convergence in the current study between
deceitfulness and other ASPD items reflecting irresponsibility and failure
to plan is highly consistent with the findings of Krueger et al. (27), who
reported fraudulence, along with irresponsibility and problematic im-
pulsivity, to be strongly indicative of a general externalizing factor. In
view of this, the term “disinhibition”—which connotes lack of behavioral

able 2. Twin Model-Fitting Results for DSM-IV Criteria for Antisocial
ersonality Disorder

odel
Sex

Effects
Common

Factors
Item-Specific

Effects ��2 �df �BIC

a Present 1-1-1 1-1-1 — — —
I Absent 1-1-1 1-1-1 61.4 42 �134.8
II Absent 1-0-1 1-0-1 133.8 56 �153.8
V Absent 0-1-1 0-1-1 182.2 56 �129.6

b Absent 2-0-1 1-0-1 42.9 50 �175.6
I Absent 1-0-2 1-0-1 55.6 50 �169.2
II Absent 3-0-1 1-0-1 36.1 45 �159.3

The change (�) for �2, df, and BIC are all with respect of model I.
BIC, Bayesian information criterion; df, degree of freedom.
a�2logliklihood � 29545.9, df � 29,794, BIC � �103587.8.
bBest-fitting model.
restraint—seems apt as a label for this factor.

www.sobp.org/journal
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reckless disregard for safety, and #6 – consistent irresponsibility.
This pattern of loadings does not correspond with those seen for
either of the phenotypic or genetic factors.

Criterion-specific genetic effects varied from .36 for criterion #1,
to .01 for criterion #5. Criterion-specific unique environmental ef-
fects (which also include most of the variance attributable to errors
of measurement) were larger, ranging in value from �.52 for crite-
rion #7, to �.70 for criterion #6.

A somewhat different perspective on the genetic results is
shown in Table 3. This table depicts the percent of the genetic
variance in each of the ASPD criteria attributable to the two factors,

Figure 1. Parameter estimates, top line, and 95% confidence intervals, bottom
personality disorder. Paths from the first and second common genetic fact
factor; AC2, second common genetic factor; AS, additive genetic effects spe

ental effects specific to criterion.

able 3. Total Heritability and Sources of Heritability and Individual Specifi
ersonality Disorder

Criterion # Brief Description

Gen

a2 Factor 1 %

Not conforming .57 48
2 Deceitful .32 6
3 Failure to plan .47 8
4 Irritability/repeated fights .50 82
5 Reckless disregard .43 96
6 Irresponsibility .33 10
7 Lacks remorse .12 2

2
a , heritability or proportion of variance in liability because of genetic facto
factors.

www.sobp.org/journal
long with the proportion of overall variance in each criterion that is
eritable (i.e., attributable to genetic influence). The percentage
gures indicate that the seven ASPD criteria can be divided quite
learly into those with a large proportion of their genetic vari-
nce arising from factor 1 (criteria #1, #4, and #5) versus those
ith a large proportion of genetic variance attributable to factor
(criteria #2, #3, #6, and #7). However, per values in the a2

olumn, the heritabilities of the individual ASPD criteria varied
idely and appear roughly divisible into three groups. Criteria

1, #3, #4, and #5 all had relatively high heritabilities, ranging
rom .43 to .57. Criteria #2 and #6 had lower heritabilities of .32

, from the best-fitting model (model V) for the DSM-IV A criteria for antisocial
at are greater than �.40 in value are darkened. AC1, first common genetic
o criterion; EC, common unique environmental factor; ES, unique environ-

ironmental Effects for the Individual DSM-IV Criteria for Antisocial

nfluences Unique Environmental Influences

Factor 2 % Specific % e2 Factor % Specific %

28 24 .43 31 69
62 32 .68 51 49
76 16 .53 10 90

5 13 .50 18 82
4 0 .57 41 59

56 34 .67 27 73
70 28 .88 69 31

2

line
ors th
cific t
c Env

etic I
rs; e , proportion of variance in liability because of unique environmental
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and .33, respectively. Criterion #7 was the one outlier, with an
estimated heritability of only .12.

Ability of Genetic ASPD Factors to Predict Relevant
Criterion Variables

Based on results from our best-fit model and utilizing informa-
tion from both the twin and the co-twin, controlling for sex, we
estimated the level of genetic liability for all subjects in our sample
for each of the two identified genetic factors. To evaluate the dis-
criminant validity of these genetic factors, we then examined
whether scores on the two factors differentially predicted a repre-
sentative set of external criterion variables. If these two genetic
factors reflect different aspects of the liability to ASPD, we reasoned
that they should differ from one another in their ability to predict at
least some important variables that played no role in the assign-
ment of the DSM-IV ASPD criteria.

The first criterion variable we examined was age (Table 4). While
the genetic factor score for aggressive-disregard was uncorrelated

Table 4. Prediction of External Potential Validating Variables by the Two Ad

Genetic Factors Validator Variable

Aggressive-Disregard Age
Disinhibition Age
Factor 1 � Factor 2

Aggressive-Disregard Neuroticism
Disinhibition Neuroticism

actor 1 � Factor 2
Aggressive-Disregard Novelty seeking
Disinhibition Novelty seeking

actor 1 � Factor 2
Aggressive-Disregard Conduct disorder
Disinhibition Conduct disorder

actor 1 � Factor 2
Aggressive-Disregard Major depression
Disinhibition Major depression

actor 1 � Factor 2
Aggressive-Disregard Cannabis dependence
Disinhibition Cannabis dependence

actor 1 � Factor 2
Aggressive-Disregard Cocaine dependence
Disinhibition Cocaine dependence

actor 1 � Factor 2
Aggressive-Disregard Alcohol dependence
Disinhibition Alcohol dependence

actor 1 � Factor 2
Aggressive-Disregard Age of first drink
Disinhibition Age of first drink

actor 1 � Factor 2
Aggressive-Disregard Maximum drinks
Disinhibition Maximum drinks

actor 1 � Factor 2
Aggressive-Disregard Treatment (Alc)
Disinhibition Treatment (Alc)

actor 1 � Factor 2
Aggressive-Disregard Educational level
Disinhibition Educational level

actor 1 � Factor 2

All analyses controlled for age and sex. The sample size for the “treatme
ere done in Mplus using the robust WLSMV chi-square difference test.

Alc, alcohol dependence; ASPD, antisocial personality disorder; df, degr
ean- and variance-adjusted estimator.

aIndicates robust MLR chi-square difference test was used (for continuo
with age, the genetic factor score for disinhibition showed a strong s
nverse relationship. Next, we examined personality scores. Both
enetic factors showed similar, weak positive correlations with neu-

oticism. By contrast, the disinhibition genetic factor showed a
arkedly stronger association with novelty seeking than did the

ggressive-disregard factor.
We next explored relations of the two genetic factor scores with

sychiatric disorders known to exhibit comorbidity with ASPD. The
wo factors showed strong positive correlations, of comparable mag-
itude, with risk for cannabis, cocaine, and alcohol dependence. How-
ver, comparisons for specific features of alcohol use revealed differing
elations for the two genetic factors. Specifically, the aggressive-disre-
ard genetic factor was more strongly associated with age at first drink,
aximum drinks consumed in 24 hours, and treatment seeking than

he disinhibition genetic factor. In addition, the genetic aggressive-
isregard factor exhibited a significantly stronger association with
ymptoms of conduct disorder than the genetic disinhibition factor. By
ontrast, the genetic disinhibition factor showed a stronger relation-

e Genetic ASPD Factors

Estimated
Effect Size

Robust �2 (df) Test for
Constrained Model p Value

�.255 — .394
�1.806 — .000

9.62 (1)a .002
.159 — .000
.198 — .000

.56 (1) .453
.180 — .000
.613 — .000

66.8 (1) .000
.480 .000
.379 — .000

4.34 (1) .036
.236 — .000
.418 — .000

10.23 (1) .001
.485 — .000
.537 — .000

.29 (1) .589
.504 — .000
.695 — .000

2.7 (1) .100
.609 — .000
.491 — .000

3.1 (1) .078
�.360 — .000
�.243 — .000

5.2 (1) .022
.585 — .000
.301 — .000

28.6 (1) .000
.687 — .000
.427 — .000

8.3 (1) .004
�.298 — .000
�.023 — .536

23.4 (1) .000

c)” was truncated because of missing values. All coefficient invariance tests

freedom; MLR, maximum likelihood ratio; WLSMV, weighted least-squares

velty seeking factors).
ditiv

nt (Al

ee of
hip with symptoms of major depression.
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Finally, we examined the key demographic variable of educa-
tional attainment. The aggressive-disregard genetic factor was
strongly and inversely associated with education level, whereas the
disinhibition genetic factor was unrelated.

Discussion

This article had three interrelated goals. First, we sought to clar-
ify the phenotypic structure of the seven DSM-IV criteria for ASPD.
We showed that the pattern of associations among the item en-
dorsements pertaining to these seven criteria in a population-
based sample of male and female twins was not well accounted for
by a single underlying factor. Rather, two factors, which could be
labeled aggressive-disregard and disinhibition, were needed.

Second, we attempted to clarify, using multivariate twin models,
the structure of the genetic and environmental risk factors for the
seven ASPD criteria. Several noteworthy results emerged. Shared
environmental factors could be omitted and no evidence was
found for quantitative sex effects. Only one factor was needed in
the model to account for unique environmental effects, whereas
clear evidence emerged that two factors were required to ade-
quately account for genetic effects. These findings suggest that the
two-factor phenotypic structure of the ASPD criteria in the general
population was largely driven by genetic and not environmental
factors. This interpretation was supported by the finding that load-
ings of the differing ASPD criteria on the two genetic factors paral-
leled observed loadings on the two phenotypic factors. The major
difference was that while criterion #7 (lack of remorse) loaded
strongly on the second factor in the phenotypic analysis, its loading
on the second factor in the genetic analysis was much more mod-
est. This criterion also showed the lowest heritability (a2 � .12) of
any of the ASPD criteria. Notably, only a single questionnaire item (“I
took advantage of someone or hurt them and I didn’t feel bad about
it”) entered into the score for this criterion. Taken together, these
observations suggest that this item may not have effectively in-
dexed criterion #7, which calls for more self-evaluative inference
than other items focusing more predominantly on acts/behaviors.

Third, we sought to validate the two genetic factors by examin-
ing the ability of genetic factor scores to predict a range of relevant
criterion variables that played no role in the ASPD diagnosis. Find-
ings of these analyses provided support for the discriminant validity
of the two factors.

In particular, the genetic aggressive-disregard factor differen-
tially predicted conduct disorder, age at first alcoholic drink, maxi-
mum drinks consumed in 24 hours, treatment seeking for alcohol
problems, and educational level, while the disinhibition genetic
factor proved more effective in predicting novelty seeking and
major depression. Associations with age also differed markedly for
the two factors. Notably, scores on the two genetic factors pre-
dicted risk for cannabis, cocaine, and alcohol dependence to a
comparable degree, suggesting two potentially distinct genetic
pathways mediating the observed association between ASPD and
substance use disorders.

The two distinct factors of adult ASPD identified here can be tied
to the existing literatures on the structure of conduct disorder and
psychopathy in youth and of externalizing psychopathology in
adults. The current findings parallel prior work demonstrating dis-
tinctive aggressive and rule-breaking factors underlying the criteria
for child conduct disorder (8), which have emerged also as distin-
ctive themes in factor analyses of child disruptive disorder symp-
toms more broadly as assessed by interview (26,28,29) and ques-
tionnaire instruments (10,30). The current results can also be linked

to work on child psychopathy that distinguishes between callous- i

www.sobp.org/journal
nemotional traits (reflecting a lack of concern for others and
arked by proactive as well as reactive aggression) and impulsive

onduct problems (entailing heightened negative affect in con-
unction with impulsive, unreliable behavior) (31,32). Supporting a
ink to the former, items that contributed to criteria loading most
trongly on the aggressive-disregard factor of ASPD in the current
tudy included questions dealing with intentional injury of others
nd putting others at risk (pertinent to reckless disregard), as well as
ghting with and hitting others (pertinent to irritability/aggressive-
ess). In contrast, the finding that the adult ASPD disinhibition

actor was associated much more strongly with novelty seeking
indicative of impulsiveness and boredom susceptibility) than the
ggressive-disregard factor coincides with findings for the impul-
ive conduct problem component of child psychopathy (32). Fur-
her, the current findings also mirror the finding of distinct impul-
ive-disinhibitory (general externalizing) and callous-aggression
actors emerging from recent structural modeling work on the
dult externalizing spectrum (27).

These parallels, in turn, point to etiologic implications of the
urrent findings. The disinhibitory factor of externalizing psychopa-
hology has been posited to reflect disturbances in anterior brain
ystems mediating affective and behavioral control (33,34). Consis-
ent with findings of the current study, scores on this disinhibitory
actor tend to decline substantially with age (e.g., [35]). In contrast,
he callous-aggression (a.k.a. meanness) factor, considered more
haracteristic of psychopathy and posited to reflect low disposi-
ional fear in conjunction with deficient affiliation/nurturance (6),
ends to show more developmental stability (e.g., [36]). Consistent
ith this, scores on the callous-disregard factor in the current study
ere uncorrelated with age.

trengths and Limitations
These results should be interpreted in the context of the

trengths and limitations of this study. Two important methodo-
ogic strengths are noteworthy. First, we studied a large population-
ased sample of adult male and female twin pairs that is, on a
ariety of social and psychopathological features, broadly repre-
entative of the US White population (14). Second, all ASPD-related
tems were assessed in all subjects, so we had no missing data
roblems because of skip-outs, which can substantially complicate
odel fitting.

Four potential limitations are also noteworthy. First, the items
ere assessed by self-report questionnaire and so reflect self-judg-
ent, which may be faulty in individuals with high ASPD traits.
owever, a range of research suggests that for socially undesirable

raits, more accurate responses are obtained by more anonymous
ssessment methods (37). Nonetheless, one criterion in particular in
he current study (lacks remorse, assessed via a single item) was of
uestionable validity. Follow-up research is needed to clarify phe-
otypic and genotypic relations of this criterion with the two ASPD

actors, particularly in view of past work by some investigators
uggesting closer coherence of lack of remorse with nonaggressive
han with aggressive antisocial deviance (26,30). Second, we did
ot evaluate in this report responses to conduct disorder criteria.
ecause fulfillment of criteria for conduct disorder is a requirement

or a DSM-IV diagnosis of ASPD, our assessment focused only on the
dult symptoms of ASPD, not the entire diagnostic category. Third,
elatively few subjects in our sample endorsed large numbers of
hese ASPD criteria. Therefore, most of the information from this
ample comes from individuals with subsyndromal levels of ASPD
ymptomatology. Fourth, for computational simplicity, we did not

nclude opposite-sex dizygotic pairs in the analyses and thus can-
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not comment on the degree to which the same genes impact on
ASPD traits in male and female subjects.
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